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Search America's historic newspaper pages from 1789-1963 or use the U.S. Newspaper Directory to find
information about American newspapers published between 1690-present. Chronicling America is sponsored
jointly by the National Endowment for the Humanities external link and the Library of Congress.
African-American newspapers are newspapers in the United States serving African-American communities.
Samuel Cornish and John Brown Russwurm started the first African-American periodical called Freedom's
Journal in 1827. During the antebellum South, other African-American newspapers sprang forth, such as The
North Star founded by Frederick Douglass.. As African Americans moved to urban centers ...
Search America's historic newspaper pages from 1789-1963 or use the U.S. Newspaper Directory to find
information about American newspapers published between 1690-present. Chronicling America is sponsored
jointly by the National Endowment for the Humanities external link and the Library of Congress.
Fenway is the oldest ballpark in the Major League Baseball. The relationship between Boston and sports runs
deep and young people celebrated in 1920 when a new law passed allowing them to play recreational sports on
Sunday.
Search over 11936 newspaper titles from the largest collection of newspaper archives online. Find marriage,
birth, obituaries, local news, sports and more for people. Newspapers.com
1890: Suffrage loses in South Dakota and in multiple attempts thereafter. 1901: A woman suffrage bill was
introduced into every legislative session between 1901 and 1911 in North Dakota.
In the 1850s baseball remained primarily an Eastern pastime, though in Minnesota Territory in 1857 (the year
before statehood) an organized ball club formed in Nininger City (now a ghost town in Dakota County). By the
end of the decade baseball was said to be the most popular team sport in New Orleans.
This is a list of online newspaper archives and some magazines and journals, including both free and pay wall
blocked digital archives. Most are scanned from microfilm into pdf, gif or similar graphic formats and many of
the graphic archives have been indexed into searchable text databases utilizing optical character recognition
(OCR) technology. Some newspapers do not allow access to the OCR ...
Newspapers by State: Indiana to New Jersey. American Baptist (1903-1904) : The American Baptist was
established in Louisville in 1879 and was the successor to the state’s first African-American Baptist publication,
the Baptist Herald and the official newspaper of the General Association of Kentucky Baptists.
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